Biodiesel–Clean,
Green Diesel Fuel
Great Fleet Fuel Gaining Popularity Rapidly

Natural, renewable resources such as vegetable oils and recycled restaurant greases can be
chemically transformed into clean-burning biodiesel fuels. As its name implies, biodiesel is
like diesel fuel except that it’s made from farm products. It’s also safe for the environment,
biodegradable, and produces significantly less air pollution than diesel fuel. It even smells
better than diesel fuel—it smells like french fries, donuts, or barbecue.

Can I use biodiesel in my
vehicle, generator, or boat?
You can use 100% pure biodiesel
where you use diesel fuel, except
during cold weather. During cold
weather, biodiesel thickens more
than diesel fuel and special systems
are required. Equipment made before
1993 may have rubber seals in fuel
pumps and fuel systems that could
fail if 100% biodiesel is used. You
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should replace these seals with nonrubber seals if you use 100% biodiesel.
You can use a blend of 20% or 35% biodiesel
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Is biodiesel safe? Yes! Biodiesel is made
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from cooking oils and alcohol, so
if you spill it on the ground, it will
quickly degrade into natural organic
residues. We don’t recommend
you drink it, however. After all, you
probably wouldn’t want to drink a
cup of cooking oil, because it will
“lubricate” your digestive tract.
Biodiesel is no more toxic than table
salt, and safe to handle. Mechanics
who use biodiesel notice that their
hands don’t crack and dry out the
way they do with diesel fuel. Many

people use biodiesel in marine environments to
reduce the impact on wildlife and hatcheries.

Does biodiesel reduce air pollution?
Very much so. Biodiesel reduces nearly all
forms of air pollution compared to petroluem
diesel. Most importantly, biodiesel reduces air
toxics and cancer-causing compounds. Using
pure biodiesel can reduce the cancer risks
by 94%; B20 will reduce that risk by as much
as 27%. Biodiesel contains 0-24 ppm sulfur,
significantly reducing sulfur dioxide emissions.
B20 has 20% of the benefits of pure biodiesel.
B20 can also reduce the soot and smell of
diesel exhaust.

Does biodiesel reduce greenhouse
gases? Yes. Each year, soybeans and other
plants that produce oils used for cooking or
making biodiesel draw CO2 from the atmosphere to build stems, leaves, seeds (which contain the oil), and roots. At the end of the year,
the oil used for biodiesel is burned and the leftover plant material decomposes, returning the
carbon from the fuel and plant matter to the
atmosphere as carbon dioxide (CO2). This
recycling of carbon from CO2 in the atmosphere to carbon in plant material and back to
the atmosphere results in no accumulation of
CO2 in the atmosphere. Therefore, it does not
contribute to global climate change. Carbon
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dioxide from the petroleum fuels used for
fertilizer, farm equipment, or transportation
during biodiesel production accumulates in
the atmosphere year after year. As a result,
biodiesel produces 78% less CO2 than diesel
fuel. Biodiesel produces 2661 grams of CO2
per gallon, compared to 12,360 grams per
gallon for petroleum diesel fuel.

Where can I buy biodiesel or
biodiesel blends? The biodiesel industry
is small, but growing quickly. There are seven
producers in the United States today. Most
biodiesel is now sold as B20 to bulk (large)
customers such as school bus fleets. Any local
petroleum distribution company or biodiesel
producer can deliver B20 to bulk customers.
Most communities do not yet have biodiesel
fuels available, but we know that many of you
would like to buy it at your local retail station,
so keep asking and maybe you can make that
a reality.

Why aren’t more people using biodiesel? Biodiesel is very new and, unfortunately, it is slow catching on because it is
expensive. Biodiesel sells for $1.00–$1.70
per gallon wholesale (pre-tax); fuel taxes add
another $0.50 per gallon. That’s why people
prefer B20; it’s less expensive. The U.S. Department of Energy is working with the biodiesel
WHAT IS BIODIESEL MADE OF?
Biodiesel can be made from many oils and fats such
as soy, canola, tallow, mustard, and restaurant
greases. DOE does not recognize any blanket
claims of one feedstock’s superiority over others,
since feedstocks do not reliably predict a fuel’s
final properties. Customers should base their
specifications on the fuel’s (or blended fuel’s)
properties.
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industry to reduce the cost of biodiesel to
less than $1 per gallon over the next 5 years.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
will soon require refineries to make cleaner
(more expensive!) petroleum diesel fuel,
so over time, the cost difference between
these two fuels will be reduced.

Are there biodiesel fuel standards?
Yes. You need to make sure the biodiesel you
use meets ASTM PS 121. The producer can
provide that information. You can inspect
the fuel yourself if it isn’t already blended
with diesel fuel. Make sure there is no water,
sediment, or thick viscous layers on the
bottom. If you suspect any problems, send
a sample to a laboratory for testing. The
National Biodiesel Board can recommend
an appropriate laboratory.

How long can I store biodiesel? About
the same length of time as diesel fuel in most
cases. We don’t recommend storing biodiesel
longer than 6 months without storage additives.
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